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From his years helping UNDER-DEVELOPED natives, Ragnar Benson brings you this handbook for
doctoring humans with easily obtainable, cheaply priced vet that are often identical to
prescription medications and cost only a fraction as much. Tetanus, typhoid and gun-wound
infections won't again strike dread in the hearts of survivalists who pack this illustrated
handbook in with their antibiotics, syringes, sulfa medications, sewing needles and sutures.
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safe is better than sorry - so I think that some kind .. I use this when i am stocking a medication
cabinet, or emergency cabinet Three Stars Bought it to displace a copy I had years back. mr
benson rocks this book is definetly worthy of addition to any self reliance library, as are ragnar
bensons books. This publication is tiny (only somewhat bigger than the picture on this site) and
very, very short. Also there is a second book (book sized this time) on this subject matter, an up
to date one by the same writer, where the author clearly says that some of the info in this first
book is outdated no longer accurate. And since we are dealing with medical and medications
issues, safe is better than sorry - therefore i think that some kind of warning concerning this issue
should be included on any sale web page providing this first reserve. For $12 I expected
something much more substantial. I expected much more from a guy well-known for his wit and
wisdom regarding all things "survival. Virtually everything in it is basically common sense details
that any fair person will be able to physique out by simply looking at the labels of varied
veterinary medicines. Ideal for the serious prepper / survivalist. Strongly suggested. Very helpful!
I will assume I produced a silly misinterpretation of the description at the time of purchase. A
complete waste.. I'll be returning that one.. It's really not big plenty of to be significantly called
a reserve. This book isn't completely bad or totally no more valid, there is much in it that is still
both interesting and valid. I contains no useful tables or charts, no dosage suggestions.. We
expected better from Ragnar Benson. nothing. Four Stars Great information, I learned a lot.
Save your cash, and your time.. Disappointment Very disappointed with this heavy pamphlet.
This is an excellent product! They have become useful and effective. You should look at buying
this. I would buy one again! Interesting booklet. It might use updating. Love this book It explains
its purpose and it then proceeds to perform. You do not figure out how to perform open
center surgery, but you get a better idea of the medications that are important and what to
search for.. buy it. Five Stars great read Unhappy It is a small, slim volume of info that I've known
for many years. But I really believe that the caution ought to be there irreguardles, for basic
safety reasons." Ragnar is one of the longest-term survivalists out there, and I simply didn't
expect something that could have been protected in three of this book's pages. Five Stars
Great!
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